Aspiring to digital simplicity and clarity in strategic identity
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Senior executives at telecommunications companies around the world have heard for several years that their industry is approaching a tipping point. When it hits, they are told, their business might not survive the disruption. And yet they continue to do business. They might well think the warning from telecom industry specialists (including us) is overblown. Telecom customers are often locked into a long-term plan; many are loyal to their carrier. Doesn't this suggest that the industry will continue as it is for some time?

To be sure, business upheaval often happens more slowly than people expect, and no one can predict exactly when the moment of truth will strike for any given company. But to judge from several trends that have roiled the telecom sector during the past few years, the time for preparation is over. You must now pick the businesses where you have a competitive edge and focus your strategy on them. Even if you think your current business model has several years of life left, you can't be sure — and strategic focus will help you, no matter how far away the time of change.
How have we come to the conclusion that the tipping point is close enough to warrant change? By observing the state of the industry today. To a large extent, telecom companies have not succeeded in their efforts to monetize the flood of data running through their networks. Their services have become more commoditized. Their ability to reinvest in network upgrades and digital advances has been severely constrained. At the same time, many carriers have tried to be all things to all people, delivering a wide variety of services to their customers. But as a group, they have not managed to excel at any of those services. So now they are vulnerable to competition.

The competition has arrived. Over-the-top (OTT) players, which offer apps and streaming content directly to consumers through the Internet, have increased their dominance, even in core communication services such as messaging and voice. WhatsApp, Viber, and Apple’s iMessage already represent more than 80 percent of all messaging traffic, and Skype alone accounts for more than a third of all international voice traffic minutes. As a result, many telecom carriers are facing significant decreases in their basic communication service revenues: drop-offs of as much as 30 percent in SMS messaging, 20 percent in international voice, and 15 percent in roaming. Combined with intense competition due to lagging industry consolidation, this pattern has led to steep declines in average revenue per user; at best, minimal revenue growth; and tightening margins.

If you are a telecom executive at this critical juncture, you need to make two different moves at the same time. First, begin the task of modernizing operations. Second, redefine your strategic identity (your value proposition) for the future — specifically, what you can expect to offer customers five or 10 years from now. It may well be — perhaps it should be — that after going through this journey, your company will look very different from today’s version.


Exhibit 1
Average revenue per user in the telecom industry is falling in virtually every region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Average ARPU</th>
<th>10 year (2006–16)</th>
<th>5 year (2011–16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>$20</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Strategy& research and analysis
Telecom companies have been so frugal in recent years that their basic operational structure has foundered. Before moving into new revenue channels, you need to be sure you have a “right to win” there by exhibiting the capabilities needed to compete successfully, even against digital upstarts. To revitalize your operations, focus on the following fundamental goals.

**Simplification**

At most telecom companies, reducing complexity in commercial offerings and market-facing activities is a haphazard and ill-conceived effort, chiefly reliant on targeted cost-cutting campaigns designed to support or improve profit margins. But although slashing expenditures is often vital, especially when traditional telecom products and services are commoditized, it is certainly not the endgame.

Instead of going after costs, take a more dynamic approach to simplification, one that could serve as a basic foundation for growth. The purpose of this drive should be to pare basic offerings down to a limited portfolio of products and digital services. But they should be essential enough to your customers that you can maintain a deep and loyal customer base, and they should allow your company to transition to the cloud for infrastructure needs. Depending on your own most distinctive capabilities, you could gain a reputation as “the quality-of-service telecom company,” the “ultimate cybersecurity telecom company,” the “most innovative Internet telecom company,” or the avatar of some other powerfully charged strategic identity.

For this simplification program to work, however, you may have to address your organizational and structural complexity, flattening some aspects of your hierarchy and learning to move fast to experiment with innovative service offerings. That may require some culture change.

One company that illustrates the value of a simplification strategy is France’s Free Mobile, a subsidiary of Iliad. The company launched in
2012 with a no-frills business model — including customer service kiosks placed in retail locations to avoid management and overhead of a large store network; primarily Internet-based marketing and customer service; and a bring-your-own-device policy designed to eliminate administrative costs for handset sales — and its flagship low-priced all-you-can-use domestic service plan has caught on with consumers. Since its launch, Free has boosted its subscriber base to more than 12 million; it now has an 18 percent share of the mobile market in France. As a result, the company boasted €1.5 billion (US$1.6 billion) in revenues over the first three quarters of 2016, up more than 11 percent compared to the same period in 2015.

**Digitization**

You should be on the vanguard of adopting digital technologies, both in services and in the back office. For example, all customer contact and sales channels (online, mobile, and physical) should be linked digitally so that consumer activities are maintained in a single database, making interactions with customers in all channels less costly in terms of expended time and resources and enhancing customer convenience and satisfaction. Ideally, customer communications should be migrated toward messaging systems and well-designed mobile apps, with minimal human intervention.

To reach this stage, you may need new capabilities, including data analytics expertise, to accurately segment and generate maximum value from each customer. Separate your traditional corporate IT functions from your customer-focused digital efforts, and appoint a chief digital officer who can facilitate business unit digitization efforts.

**Network upgrades**

The single most compelling thing you have to offer is network speed and throughput; every customer is hungry for it. Investments in telecom network improvements — fiber and 5G upgrades or other networking technologies — are critical to preparing for more dynamic, competitive environments. Every successful telecom company will be armed with a state-of-the-art infrastructure, sufficiently flexible to handle new and profitable monetization opportunities. Network enhancements could also position your company to take back the technological advantage from OTT providers.
After developing a modernization program — and even while implementing it — work on adopting one or more new strategic identities that are relevant to customers, offering them distinctive services and experiences with real value.

You may choose your core connectivity business to be your strategic identity. This is essentially the approach Free Mobile has taken, betting everything on offering basic wireless services at the lowest possible cost. So far, Free’s strategy is unusual, in part because it had the distinct advantage of building its business as a startup, without the huge legacy costs that weigh down other telecoms. That’s why Free’s approach is not a profitable option for most operators; for them, it would be a one-way ticket back to more rounds of cost cutting just to stay afloat. And it would obviate the investments needed to compete in the current telecom environment.

A more extreme business model makeover is another option, but tread carefully. Carriers have at various times tried to market their own devices, build portals for apps and entertainment, and provide outsourced IT services. The results, however, have been mostly disappointing, due largely to corporate cultures and capabilities gaps that put telecom companies at a disadvantage in broad, commercial markets, and to the structural challenges of selling global products in geographically bounded physical networks.

A promising choice for telecom companies is a strategy that could be called seeking adjacent verticals — that is, providing branded content, financial services, lifestyle services, and e-commerce services over your pipes as an ancillary business. In the ecosystem of digital content, operators hold a critical card: a central position in the distribution value chain and a direct line to customers. France’s Orange, for example, has made an ambitious move into smartphone- and tablet-based banking and now boasts more than 15 million mobile payment customers in Africa and 300,000 mobile banking accounts in Poland. In early 2016, the company bought 65 percent of Groupama Banque in order to use it as a foundation for expanding digital banking services, first in France and then elsewhere in Europe.
A further strategic opportunity for telecom companies lies in revenue streams keyed to connectivity, a particularly favorable option once companies have upgraded their networks so they can handle even the most sophisticated applications. Included in this category are machine-to-machine communications, telematics systems, easy payment options (such as using the phone to process billing transactions from other companies and accounts), and networking for the Internet of Things. The customer base for these services is wide and potentially lucrative: utilities, industrial supply chains, smart homes, smart cities, and cybersecurity providers, among many others. Indeed, most large operators, including Orange, AT&T, Telefónica, and Verizon, have adopted some form of this business model, charging a fee to providers as well as consumers to manage and maintain connected services.
The allure of M&A

It will be difficult for telecom companies to embrace a new strategic identity by themselves; many of them don’t have the capabilities required to create the product offerings and services needed for repositioning in the marketplace. For that reason, acquisitions are an attractive vehicle for entering new markets. In 2016, telecoms spent US$224 billion on M&A, an increase of 137 percent over the prior year, according to Capital IQ.

Many of the largest deals in the past few years involved companies buying rivals within the telecom industry to double down on their core networks, hoping to gain market share and prop up prices. For example, by purchasing Kabel Deutschland in 2013, Vodafone gained access to the cable company’s 8.5 million households in Germany and was able to offer a “quadruple play” of telephone, television, broadband, and wireless. And Verizon’s recent decision to acquire XO Communications will boost its presence in the small and medium-sized enterprise market.

Several other transactions are targeted at the adjacent industries strategy — in particular, AT&T’s pending purchase of Time Warner and its vast storehouse of content. And the primary attraction in Verizon’s acquisition of AOL in 2015 was AOL’s vaunted automated online advertising program, another possible avenue of growth for telecom companies within the nearby media spectrum. Verizon has also made a string of acquisitions, including Hughes Telematics and smart-city startup Sensity Systems, that give it a leg up in connectivity markets. Deals like these have the potential to reshape the industry, especially if they allow companies to build scale while focusing their expertise.
How to survive

The situation in the telecom industry is dire. But it is survivable, by intelligent, innovative companies that have the courage to fund essential modernization and the farsightedness to embrace new strategic identities suitable for their capabilities, market, and culture. If you’re a telecom company leader, the need to clarify who you are and what you can be is more pressing than ever before.
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